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27th April 2021
Dear Parents/Carers
Re: Upcoming Class Photographs - Group Y6 Photograph Proposal
Hopefully, you will be aware from recent newsletters that our class photographs are scheduled to take
place on Friday 14th May. In normal circumstances we would use this opportunity to take a combined
Y6 photograph as a memento of their last year in school. We would very much like to do so again this
year however, this will necessitate increasing our bubble size for this day only. In the unlikely event
that a child tests positive less than 48 hours after the photograph took place, it is possible that the
entire Y6 bubble will need to self-isolate for 10 days. We would be guided by Public Health England on
this. For this reason we are consulting with parents/carers about how you would like us to proceed.
The following measure will be in place to minimise the risk of transition:
● Photographs to take place outside (this can still take place under the pergola in the EYFS area
if the weather is not favourable)
● Hands washed/sanitised prior to and after the photograph
● Class bubbles grouped rather than children mixed randomly
● Takes place prior to the weekend to minimise any potential of impact on wider bubbles
● As close to the next phase in the government Roadmap as possible (Phase 2 planned for
Monday17th May)
If you do not want your child to take part in this, please notify us by the end of this week as we need to
inform our photographers of our decision. Clearly, if a large number choose not to participate, we will
need to abandon this idea but will be guided by you. Your child will still be included in their class
photograph as normal.
Yours faithfully

Miss A Conner
Headteacher

